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editorial  |  rich castagna

How you choose  
vendors and products

Storage buying criteria has changed over 
 the years, partly because of smaller budgets but 
 also because the products often lack distinction.

After spending a few days at eMc world 2012 in the 104-degree, 
brain-baking las vegas heat, and sitting through numerous press 
conferences presented by eMc’s slew of divisions, it dawned on 
me that you could buy a whole lot of stuff—and not just storage 
hardware and software stuff—without ever setting foot outside 
the eMc megamall. But even that broad array of offerings would 
probably be dwarfed by the expansive product lists from vendors 
like iBM and hp, which have been playing the “we sell everything 
it” game for decades. Dell is also part of this group with its rapidly 
expanding range of products that goes from desktops to servers 
to storage, and just about everything in between.

these vendors keep growing by absorbing smaller companies, 
and scarfing up startups or even more established outfits to fill in 
the blanks on their store shelves or to add some pizzazz to stock 
that’s lost its sizzle. so you can roll your shopping cart through 
a single vendor’s virtual aisles and fill it with all the goodies your 
data center needs.

that formula seems to work for certain companies, usually 
smallish to midsized firms. with limited it resources, these com-
panies often rely on building a relationship with a single vendor 
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(or its reseller) whose technology is familiar. trust, relationships, 
and all that backslapping and handshaking stuff can go a long 
way, but not necessarily for enterprises, where you’re more likely 
to hear about best of breed than best buddies. these larger com-
panies are far more likely to play the field a bit to generate vendor 
competition and get a little more bang out of their it bucks.

so if convenience and familiarity don’t lure and retain custom-
ers, what does? according to our semiannual storage purchasing 
surveys (see “recovery slows for storage shops,” Storage maga-
zine, May 2012), the criteria that buying decisions are based on 
vary pretty significantly de-
pending on what’s on the  
list and who’s doing the 
shopping.

price, of course, matters, 
but not as much as you 
might think. not surpris-
ingly, the smaller the com-
pany, the more price is an 
issue. For all three hardware 
categories (disk systems, switches and tape equipment), small-
business respondents said price was the leading factor. For stor-
age management software, those respondents went along with 
their bigger brethren and noted that product features were the 
main criteria.

still, you might think price has to be a major consideration; af-
ter all, times are still pretty tough and nobody has a bottomless 
budget. But other considerations come first, which should sug-
gest to vendors that if you can convince someone a product does 
everything that’s required and that it’ll be supported effectively, 
one of the last things they’ll hear might be, “By the way, how 
much does it cost?”

some product categories are drifting dangerously close to 

The criteria that buying 
decisions are based on 
vary pretty significantly 
depending on what’s on 
the list and who’s doing 
the shopping.

http://searchstorage.techtarget.com/magazineContent/Recovery-slows-for-storage-shops
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commodity status. networking can seem like an afterthought in 
some storage shops. only a few vendors sell network stuff—it all 
performs basically the same function, and what all those adapt-
ers and switches actually do is a black art—but you’ve got about 
8,000 vMs that need to connect to your storage. so when it comes 
to buying storage networking equipment, product features won’t 
top anybody’s list. small firms keep an eye on the price tag and 
midsized companies think tech support is key. enterprises want a 
network vendor they’re already 
doing business with. it’s like 
going down the grocery aisle 
and throwing a couple of 128-
port switches in your cart.

tape hardware isn’t only los-
ing ground in an increasingly 
disk-oriented backup world,  
it’s beginning to seem more 
like a commodity product. in 
our survey, the overall top factor in selecting tape paraphernalia 
was price, although enterprises were hoping once again that a 
vendor they already do business with could tack a tape library or 
two onto their next order. what a tape system actually does isn’t 
all that much of a factor, coming in at no. 2 or no. 3 on the buying 
criteria list.

But everything changes when we get to software. what it does 
is the decisive factor: hardware is just hardware, but software is 
what gets things done. regardless of company size, features and 
functions are the most important considerations when storage 
managers go shopping for software. price isn’t insignificant, but if 
the software can get the job done, we can nip and tuck the budget 
here and there to come up with the bucks to buy it.

that used to be the case for all the storage hardware and soft-
ware categories we asked about in our surveys. go back a few 

5

What a tape system 
actually does isn’t all 
that much of a factor, 
coming in at No. 2 or 
No. 3 on the buying  
criteria list.
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years and regardless of the product category, year in and year out, 
the top responses were always features and functions. 

so why the change? there are a number of reasons for this 
shift in buying patterns. First, hardware in general has been com-
moditized to a degree, especially as parity has grown among fea-
ture sets. with disk systems, for example, there are only a few 
disk and controller manufacturers still around, and pretty much all 
arrays (almost regardless of their size) do things like snapshots, 
replication, thin provisioning and so on.

a stingy economy has also contributed to the shift. with less to 
spend, companies are clearly more price-conscious and more like-
ly to make concessions when it comes to features if that brings 
down cost. and as the amount of data we store grows and our 
staffs don’t, tech support takes on greater importance. n

rich Castagna is editorial director of techtarget’s storage Media group.

mailto:rcastagna%40storagemagazine.com?subject=
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RecenTly, in preparaTion for a talk i’m delivering this year at stor-
age Decisions (sD), i’ve been reacquainting myself with the latest 
technologies and methodologies for data protection. naturally, 
this included rereading the many articles and blogs that, for the 
past few years, have constituted a debate framed as the “death  
of raiD.”

i find “death of” articles amusing. we’ve repeatedly been told 
that tape was dead (gartner killed it in 1999, sans killed it in 2000, 
deduplicating vtls stuck a fork in it in 2005 and so on). we’ve been 
hearing since the 1980s that mainframes were dead (despite the 
hockey stick revenues that ca technologies, iBM and others have 
generated from big iron over the past few years) and more recent-
ly that pcs are dead (replaced by tablets and smartphones or vDi 
technology that never quite seems to catch on). application ser-
vice providers and storage service providers (the same beasties as 
contemporary “clouds”) were to have killed off data centers and/
or shrink-wrapped software—until all the asps and ssps went belly 
up in 2001, that is. the list of examples goes on and on.

so, excuse me if i have déjà vu when it comes to all the talk 
about the death of raiD. not because the arguments are poorly 
made or the science is inaccurate, but because people are people.

truth be told, raiD ought to be dying. Mean time to data loss 
(MttDl) numbers from vendors are demonstrably fraudulent, and 

storage revolutIOn  |  jon toigo

Bit rot eroding RAID
RAID’s roots run deep and it does a decent 

 data protection job, but a little math and an open 
mind might lead you to better alternatives.
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the actual rates of multiple disk failures (adequate to compro-
mise both raiD 5 and 6) are approximately 1,500 times higher than 
advertised. part of the explanation is linked to “silent corruption” 
caused by bit rot and other factors that generate about one non-
recoverable error for every 67 tB of disk. Doesn’t seem like much 
until you realize how many tBs go into a single array these days, 
and how sensitive raiD controllers 
are to small read errors that mark a 
drive as bad even when it’s mostly 
good.

even mirroring the way we do it 
today is flawed. raiD 0+1 mirrors 
die when just one drive of each 
mirrored set of striped drives goes 
south, while 1+0 mirrors die when 
two drives fail in a mirror set that’s subsequently striped with oth-
er mirrors, then mirrored. (if you’re confused, come see the talk at 
sD.) could two drives fail in close order? of course. Does it happen 
frequently? yup. in an eight drive raiD 0+1, your chances of a com-
plete fail are four in seven. in an eight drive 1+0, the chances are a 
bit longer: one in seven.

the math is indisputable. But it doesn’t mean raiD is dead.
as we see in the current election cycle, the comfort of ideology 

often trumps the inconvenience of facts for a lot of prospective 
voters. a wannabe candidate can state that hpv vaccines cause 
mental retardation, which is patently absurd, and gain traction 
with a segment of voters who care less about whether the vac-
cine is scientifically proven to safeguard my daughters against a 
known cancer vector than whether the politician’s claim supports 
a pre-existing ideological view either of Big pharma (pushing bad 
vaccines on unsuspecting people) or Big government (mandating 
vaccinations).

so it is with raiD. Disk array vendors have spent a lot of money 

9

Could two drives  
fail in close order? 
Of course.  
Does it happen 
frequently? Yup.
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over the years promoting omnia in orbis (“everything on disk,” for 
those not fluent in latin). they’ve done remarkable work to squeeze 
bits closer and closer together, and to shrink the electronics packs 
on disks to make spindles smaller. Bit rot—the leakage of magnetic 
energy used to store binary state from a cell location on a disk or 
chip, whether from degraded insulation or cosmic radiation or hu-
mid climate—happens. one 
study of 1.5 million disks 
found that one in 90 disks 
contained these “soft er-
rors” that not only make 
data irretrievable but  
can also cause raiD  
errors.

the solution is to virtual-
ize the disk media and use 
different kinds of recording 
patterns, like X-io’s redun-
dancy allocation grid sys-
tem (rags) at the hardware layer, or an implementation of erasure 
code technology, like amplidata’s Bitspread technology, at the file 
system layer. hadoop, ZFs and some other strategies may also 
work.

what is interesting is that even after these technologies are 
exhaustively explained, the customer usually says “great. and will 
they work with raiD 5?” go figure. n

Jon william toigo is a 30-year it veteran, CeO and managing principal of toigo 
partners international, and chairman of the data Management institute.

10

Bit rot —the leakage of 
magnetic energy used 
to store binary state 
from a cell location on 
a disk or chip, whether 
from degraded insulation 
or cosmic radiation or 
humid climate—happens.

mailto:jtoigo%40toigopartners.com?subject=
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Virtual desktOp infrastruCture promises numerous ben-
efits to beleaguered it operations. organizations that must man-
age thousands, tens of thousands or even hundreds of thousands 
of endpoint devices are faced with the daunting tasks of security, 
software version control and content delivery. virtual desktop in-
frastructure (vDi) can help centralize operating system (os) image 
management, which reduces the number of os versions to support, 
simplifies the rollout of new application software versions and fa-
cilitates lifecycle management. it also virtualizes the application 

BY PHIl GOODWIN

Virtual desktop environments can strain conventional 
        hard drive storage systems, but strategically placed 
solid-state storage devices can boost performance.

How flash can

of virtual desktops

pump up
performance

http://searchstorage.techtarget.co.uk/feature/VDI-storage-Planning-for-the-storage-needs-of-a-new-virtual-desktop-implementation
http://searchstorage.techtarget.co.uk/feature/VDI-storage-Planning-for-the-storage-needs-of-a-new-virtual-desktop-implementation
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environment from the physical endpoint devices, allowing it to 
support everything from smartphones to desktop pcs without  
requiring individual device testing and qualification.

users similarly benefit from instant access to corporate ap-
plications from any location that has cellular or wi-Fi connectiv-
ity. Moreover, data can be protected by corporate backup policies, 
making it far less likely that data will be lost or stolen from por-
table devices or crashed local hard drives.

VDI Is tough on stoRAge
Despite these benefits, vDi is no panacea for either it managers 
or users. vDi places additional stress on the local infrastructure. 
vDi “boot storms” are well known for the potential to bring stor-
age subsystems to their knees with extremely high i/o demands 
during peak boot-up/logout periods such as first thing in the morn-
ing, at lunch time and at the close of the day. companies must 
size their storage throughput to these peak periods, resulting in a 
high spindle-to-data ratio and therefore high dollar-per-gB storage 
costs.

solid-state drives (ssDs) are a recognized solution to the boot 
storm problem. Boot-up operations are almost entirely read i/o 
activities and ssDs provide i/o performance substantially greater 
than that of hard disk drives (hDDs), especially on a per-gB basis. 
although ssDs are much more expensive per gB, it’s not necessary 
to over-buy capacity to get the required aggregate i/o throughput 
as may be the case with hDD-based storage systems.

in the boot storm scenario, it makes sense to place the bootable 
images on a logical device and isolate access to that “drive.” it 
doesn’t make sense to use local ssD cache on the server because 
the image can be moved or hog the cache to the exclusion of other 
data.

13

http://searchvirtualstorage.techtarget.com/tip/How-to-avoid-VDI-boot-storm-problems-using-SSD
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BeyonD Boot stoRms
Beyond boot storms, ssD would appear to be very attractive to 
other applications in virtual environments. after all, since user i/o 
is centralized, front-end ssDs could handle high-demand activity 
and take the strain off the back-end hDD infrastructure. this would 
allow organizations to use high-capacity, low-cost hDDs to sup-
port their virtual desktops without sacrificing performance.

unfortunately, a generalized ssD solution just doesn’t work in 
this scenario. ssD delivers op-
timum performance, whether 
implemented as cache or a 
separate storage tier, for re-
cursive reads. it doesn’t work 
for random i/o workloads or 
for write-intensive operations. 
in a vDi implementation, the 
multitude of systems request-
ing user data appears to the 
disk system to be highly ran-
dom. Data access for users is individualized, so the data requested 
by one user is unlikely to be requested by the next and therefore 
can’t take advantage of ssD read speeds.

with randomized data access, data will be continually swapped 
in and out of ssD. this creates two problems at the hardware level. 
First, ssD write performance is notoriously inefficient. ssD provid-
ers compensate through various write buffering and rotational 
write schemes, but these merely delay the inevitable. More insidi-
ously, ssD cells can wear out in as few as 3,000 write operations, 
although enterprise-class ssDs can last as long as 100,000 write 
operations. even so, with thousands or tens of thousands of users 
accessing the system, it won’t take long to start burning out cells. 
as cells wear out, the ssD performance gradually diminishes.

one company that attempts to solve this problem is virsto soft-

14

Since user I/O is  
centralized, front-end 
SSDs could handle 
high-demand activ-
ity and take the strain 
off the back-end HDD 
infrastructure.

http://searchvirtualstorage.techtarget.com/podcast/VDI-storage-Capacity-and-performance-requirements-for-VDI-implementation
http://searchsolidstatestorage.techtarget.com/tip/How-to-use-flash-based-SSDs-in-your-environment
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ware with its virsto for vDi “storage hypervisor” that virtualizes 
the storage serving virtual server implementations; both vMware 
and hyper-v are supported. virsto claims it can double the vDi 
performance per physical machine and reduce the storage needed 
for hypervisors by as much 
as 90%. with thousands of 
virtual machines (vMs), this 
could be significant. More-
over, virsto eliminates the 
random nature of vM i/o 
with sequential writes and  
a logging architecture.

the common thread to 
these implementations is 
finding (or creating) environments where data isn’t accessed ran-
domly or at least isn’t repeatedly rewritten. it’s neither cost-effec-
tive nor practical in most cases to implement an all-ssD storage 
environment. storage managers need to target specific use cases 
where ssD will yield benefits that outweigh the costs.

Best Apps foR VDI + ssD
the best targets for using ssD to improve vDi performance will 
be collaborative applications. some examples include reference 
materials that don’t change over time, yet users may frequently 
access them. wikis, reference documents, legal materials and the 
like could benefit from the fast access of ssD. similar to os im-
ages, having these materials loaded into logical devices will make 
better use of the ssD than front-ending the storage array with an 
ssD tier 0.

another way to look at targeted use cases will be situations 
where data is common to many users. informational databases 
are an obvious target, because vDi users will be accessing the 

15

Virsto claims it can dou-
ble the VDI performance 
per physical machine 
and reduce the storage 
needed for hypervisors 
by as much as 90%.

http://searchstorage.techtarget.co.uk/podcast/The-best-place-for-SSD-in-a-virtual-machine-environment
http://searchstorage.techtarget.co.uk/podcast/The-best-place-for-SSD-in-a-virtual-machine-environment
http://searchvirtualstorage.techtarget.com/feature/VDI-project-plan-Start-with-right-applications-and-use-pilot-program
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data repeatedly, with little new data entry or modification. al-
though this use case doesn’t differ from normal computing in the 
broadest sense, specific applications will benefit in particular. For 
example, a sales-force automation application will have support-
ing file systems, databases or both. the sales force will have a 
common system image, making it a great fit for vDi. at the same 
time, the sales force will need access to the same sales support 
information, which may change infrequently—also a solid use case 
for ssD in a vDi environment.

in an extension of the sales-force example above, business-to-
business support can similarly benefit from vDi and ssD. Business 
partners can log into a standardized application environment from 
almost any device and access common information. examples 
might include insurance applications, where numerous indepen-
dent agents need access to specific portals and information.

Data warehouses or analytical databases are repositories of 
static information, but may or may not benefit from ssD. the data 
in data warehouses isn’t usually dynamic and analytics may be 
limited by the i/o performance more than the processor, so ssD 
could reduce the i/o bottleneck to significantly improve analytical 
speed. however, data warehouse analysis may not be time-sensi-
tive in the real-time computing sense, so the cost to load a data 
warehouse into ssD is justifiable only if real-time analytics are 
needed.

VDI + ssD + ClouD
vDi fits well into a private cloud strategy because clouds are in-
herently centralized points of service. a private cloud is also an 
ideal target for ssD, either as a tier 0 or for pre-positioning data 
near the data consumer. so, vDi and ssD would seem to find a 
nexus in private cloud. however, the vDi deployment risk for it  
organizations with private clouds is the possibility that vDi will  

16
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be lumped in with all the other applications. if this becomes  
the case, then vDi won’t benefit from the tier 0 performance  
for the reasons described earlier. 

stRAtegIC Deployments
the same care must be taken in deploying vDi in all environments, 
whether an isolated platform in the data center or a service from 
a private cloud. storage architects should also bear in mind that 
ssD solves the i/o latency prob-
lem, not the network latency 
problem. vDi deployments might 
suffer from network latency, but 
the solution is independent from 
those described here.

there’s no question that ssD 
devices can significantly im-
prove service delivery in vDi en-
vironments—assuming judicious 
deployment. generalized implementation may not yield the desired 
results and could actually create a costly bottleneck. architecting 
from the frame of reference of an end user, rather than from data 
center system considerations, will help to target the appropri-
ate location of an ssD device. if the ssD deployment would make 
sense for a single pc, then it will make sense for vDi. n

phil goodwin is a storage consultant and freelance writer.

A private cloud is 
also an ideal  
target for SSD, either 
as a tier 0 or for pre-
positioning data near 
the data consumer.
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with sO MuCh recent emphasis on unstructured data, it can be 
easy to overlook the more formally constructed information held 
in databases, which are often at the heart of corporate operations. 
Databases process the information a company needs to do busi-
ness and, in some cases, like the databases behind a web store-
front, they’re directly involved in the creation of the company’s rev-
enue. the faster a database performs, the more transactions it can 
process, and the quicker it can deliver answers or contribute to the 
bottom line.

apps
                     For many companies, 
                             business depends on the performance 
                      of their database applications.  
                          Here’s how to ensure your storage systems are 
                    providing all the help the database apps need. 

for 

database 

BY GeORGe CRumP

Tuning storage 
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when a database application isn’t performing well, the source of 
the problem is often the supporting storage system, which could 
indicate an upgrade is needed to remedy the situation. of course, 
an upgrade can be expensive and may not always be as effective 
as desired. the reality is that improving database performance 
may not require any additional hardware purchases at all, and 
won’t always require the amount or type of hardware vendors  
may suggest.

WhAt to ACCeleRAte
each database management system has its own naming conven-
tions for its constituent components. in general, however, da-
tabases have a transaction log file that receives new data. this 
relatively small file increases database performance by sending 
an acknowledgement back to the client that the new or modified 
information has been accepted. this process is much faster than if 
the information was simply written directly to the main file. later, 
in the background, the log file is flushed into the main data file.

there are two performance concerns with the transaction log. 
First, it needs to be able to accept multiple writes from hundreds 
or thousands of users simultaneously. second, it must empty itself 
fast enough so as not to create a “write-through” situation where 
update performance is slowed to the point that the log file is inef-
fective. these two situations typically occur periodically through-
out the day when demand is high, leading to unpredictable perfor-
mance. write performance is critical for these files.

another fundamental set of database components are the  
indexes, the smaller files used to improve search performance. 
searches can be done against these indexes, which point the que-
ry directly to the row or group of rows that contain the rest of the 
information related to the searched-for item. this is much faster 
than searching the entire database, top to bottom. typically, the 
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database administrator will select a few key fields within a row to 
be indexed—“company name” or “account number,” for example. 
the index needs to be updated any time a new row is added or a 
key field in an existing row is modified. For index files, write perfor-
mance is important and read performance is critical.

Finally, there’s the database itself. in most cases, indexes and 
log files are the primary bottlenecks since the database is either 
updated or queried as a result of activities related to those files. 
But there are situations when an index search isn’t possible, there 
are too many fields to be searched or indexing won’t provide a per-
formance boost. there are also certain databases where the gran-
ular control over where these files are placed isn’t a user function, 
and is instead hard set by the application.

Is stoRAge ReAlly the pRoBlem?
the first step is to make sure the performance problem is indeed 
storage. the simplest way to do that is to review cpu utilization 
on the server(s) executing the database application. in general, if 
cpu utilization is low but performance is a problem, there’s a good 
chance it’s a storage performance issue. But there are also more 
detailed approaches that can and should be used. almost every 
database application includes its own performance analysis tool, 
plus there are third-party applications and consultants who spe-
cialize in database apps. in general, it’s amazing how accurate the 
instincts of an experienced database administrator can be. if the 
DBa is complaining about performance, storage managers should 
listen.

hoW stoRAge CAn Be the pRoBlem
storage can slow down a database application in two ways. First, 
the storage can be overwhelmed by the number of inbound re-

20
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quests. these requests are stacked into a queue, the number of 
which is referred to as “queue depth,” and emptied on a first-in 
first-out basis. when performance is good, this queue depth is 
typically in the low single digits. as the queue depth grows, the ap-
plication has to wait for its requests to be processed. this statistic 
is relatively easy to monitor as most operating systems will report 
the queue depth of a given drive or volume. any operation that in-
volves hundreds or thousands of simultaneous requests will typi-
cally add to the disk queue depth.

storage can also limit database 
application performance based 
on its ability to service individual 
requests. in a traditional hard disk 
drive array, this “organic” perfor-
mance is essentially the speed at 
which a hard drive can locate and 
retrieve the required data blocks, since the majority of this time 
is spent waiting for disk platters to rotate to a specific spot. this 
response time can also be measured with operating system tools. 
while the number of users may have some impact on response 
time, it’s often an issue for single-thread operations, like when 
new data is added or existing data is modified via the log file.

stoRAge ACCeleRAtIon tune-up
dealing with indexes. when it comes to deciding which of the 
three components of the database to pay attention to, indexes are 
typically the most problematic across a wide variety of use cases. 
in short, almost all databases are searched and in most cases in-
dexes are used. generally speaking, the more indexes a database 
has the slower the update process becomes. Making these indexes 
update faster and return faster results will almost always improve 
performance. these indexes are impacted by the number of simul-

21

As the queue  
depth grows, the 
application has to 
wait for its requests 
to be processed.

http://searchsolidstatestorage.techtarget.com/definition/queue-depth
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taneous search requests, as well as the time it takes to service 
those requests. indexes are mostly read-intensive files, but they 
do experience significant write activity as indexed values are  
added or updated.

the correct approach to solving an index performance issue 
largely depends on the environment. a single database server with 
data being stored locally can see performance improved by install-
ing a mirrored set of drives on that server, dedicated to storing the 
index files. even a single server that’s storing its data on a storage-
area network (san) can benefit from this approach, especially 
if the storage network is slow (1 gb ethernet iscsi or 2 gb Fibre 
channel, for example).

if the database is shared across multiple application servers, 
local disk logging may not be an option. again, it depends on the 
database, but usually an improvement to the shared storage en-
vironment is needed. this could be as simple as dedicating a set 
of drives on the san to the specific task of storing indexes, once 
again mirroring them instead of running them in a raiD group. it 

22

•	 	Transaction	logs. writes are buffered to a log file and later 
written to the database; how quickly (or slowly) log files  
process data can affect overall database performance.

•	 	Indexes. indexes will affect the speed of searches and 
other data-locating activities—speedy indexes mean faster 
searches.

•	 	Database	tables. sometimes demands on a database may 
go beyond what index files are intended to handle, requiring 
steps to improve performance related to the database files 
themselves.

where to look for database bottlenecks
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could even mean short stroking those drives so that only the outer 
cylinders of each platter are used. indexes are relatively small and 
typically don’t need the full capacity of a drive.

in all of the above cases, flash-based solid-state drives (ssDs) 
offer an alternative to solving the index performance problem. Be-
cause index files tend to be small in size, an investment in a couple 
of enterprise-class ssDs will deliver a very affordable performance 
boost for a database server using directly attached storage. when 
shared storage is used, a few ssD drives installed inside the stor-
age system to hold the indexes may alleviate the performance 
problem, although at a somewhat higher cost. it’s important to 
note that in both cases a complete storage refresh isn’t required.

nand flash-based solid-state drives (ssDs) can be used in a vari-
ety of ways and places in the storage environment to help im-
prove database performance.

•	 	directly attached storage: adding solid-state drives to a 
server will immediately increase performance significantly, 
especially when transaction log files and indexes are moved 
to the ssD.

•	  shared storage: augmenting a shared storage system with 
ssDs will provide a storage boost that can be shared by all 
hosts and database applications using that storage system.

•	 	Caching devices: solid-state storage doesn’t always have to 
be used for persistent storage of log files and indexes; those 
files can be moved to a high-speed cache based on flash 
storage for fast processing as needed, then moved back to 
other storage later.

database performance in a flash

http://searchsolidstatestorage.techtarget.com/definition/Short-Stroking
http://searchsolidstatestorage.techtarget.com/tip/How-to-use-flash-based-SSDs-in-your-environment
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dealing with log files. log files are similar to indexes except 
they typically handle write requests exclusively and configurations 
similar to the ones described above should also improve their per-
formance. there’s a new consideration when flash ssD is used. the 
write intensity of log files can be very high and flash-based ssDs 
have limitations in the number of writes they can sustain over 
their lifetimes. while that write cycle number has improved over 
the last few years, log files are the one type of workload that can 
still prematurely wear out a flash-based ssD.

in log file environments where the write intensity will be very 
high, it’s advisable to use a hot-
swappable multi-level cell (Mlc) 
drive technology, to use single-
level cell (slc)-based ssDs or 
to even consider DraM-based 
ssD. DraM systems now pro-
vide very reliable recovery from 
power failure, offer significantly 
better write performance than 
even slc flash and don’t suffer 
the endurance issues that flash-
based technologies do. But DraM 
is considerably more expensive 
than nanD flash storage.

dealing with the database. the final database performance 
condition involves situations where the whole database needs to 
be accelerated, not just its index and log files. this can emerge as 
an issue because the bulk of the queries or the transaction rate 
exceeds the ability of the storage system to keep pace with the 
environment. there are two options in these situations: moving the 
entire database environment to a faster storage system or using a 
flash-based caching technology.

24

The write intensity 
of log files can be 
very high and flash-
based SSDs have 
limitations in the 
number of writes 
they can sustain 
over their lifetimes.

http://searchstoragechannel.techtarget.com/tip/Using-MLC-flash-memory-in-enterprise-arrays
http://searchsolidstatestorage.techtarget.com/tip/The-truth-about-SLC-vs-MLC
http://searchstorage.techtarget.com/definition/DRAM
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opting for a new, faster storage system doesn’t necessarily 
mean a move to flash-based storage. contemporary mechanical 
storage can still turn out ample iops when properly tuned. the 
legacy practice of short-stroking drives can also be avoided. as de-
scribed above, short stroking means drives are formatted at one-
half or one-third of their normal capacity by using only the outer 
tracks or cylinders of each disk platter. this improves response 
time because the linear speed 
of the disk track moving past 
the drive head is faster on the 
outer cylinders. using less 
than each drive’s full capacity 
increases overall drive count, 
which can also improve per-
formance by allowing more 
queued storage requests to 
be simultaneously addressed. 
unfortunately, this practice is 
also expensive, wasteful and 
a significant draw on power 
resources when applied to the 
entire database.

Most current enterprise storage systems can provide wide strip-
ing, which allows all the drives in a storage system to be used 
for a particular volume or logical unit number (lun). other less 
performance-sensitive volumes can also use these drives without 
interfering with the database. some storage systems and stor-
age networks will allow you to set priorities for certain types of 
data so they have first access to the storage bandwidth. Finally, 
some storage systems will let you specifically place certain types 
of data on certain portions of the disk drive. For example, data-
base information can be prioritized to the outer portion of the hard 
drive for better performance and file systems can be placed on the 

most current enter-
prise storage systems 
can provide wide 
striping, which allows 
all the drives in a 
storage system to be 
used for a particular 
volume or logical unit 
number (luN).

http://searchsolidstatestorage.techtarget.com/tip/Wide-stripe-before-you-dive-into-SSD
http://searchsolidstatestorage.techtarget.com/tip/Wide-stripe-before-you-dive-into-SSD
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slower, inside portions of the hard drive.
another option is to use a flash-based caching technology. 

these products can be installed in the server, on the network or 
on the storage system itself. each location has its advantages and 
disadvantages. the server typically provides the best performance 
as the cache is often a pci express (pcie) ssD and has direct ac-
cess to the server’s cpu. however, those caches typically only 
cache reads, especially in an environment where the database is 
shared, due to concerns about maintaining “coherency” between 
the cache and the primary storage it’s supporting. network caches 
can typically do both read and writes, and work across a variety of 
storage systems. they’re available for nFs or Fibre channel (Fc)- 
attached environments. the challenge is the added network la-
tency. Finally, storage system-based caching is also available but 
it only works on the storage system in which it’s installed and isn’t 
universally available across a variety of vendor storage systems.

stARt youR engInes…
improving database storage performance is a process. in most 
environments, there’ll always be an area that requires some tun-
ing. the key is to tune it to the point where today’s performance 
demand is met and deal with tomorrow’s performance issues 
when they arise. technology will continue to evolve and the stor-
age manager’s toolkit will become more diverse and effective over 
time. a step-by-step approach also allows a minimal amount of 
your budget to be spent. a database storage performance problem 
doesn’t always mean ripping and replacing the storage system. n

george Crump is president of storage switzerland, an it analyst firm focused  
on storage and virtualization.

http://searchsolidstatestorage.techtarget.com/news/2240148619/Server-PCIe-flash-cache-trend-catching-on-with-storage-vendors
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Many data Centers still use gigabit ethernet (1 gbps)—or 1 gige—
to handle normal local-area network (lan) traffic between laptop 
computers, desktop computers, file servers and application serv-
ers. But many application and file servers currently use multiple 
1 gige network interface cards (nics) because they need more 
total bandwidth. it’s not uncommon to see four, six or eight 1 gige 
ports in these servers. some of the ports are used for manage-
ment functions, while others are dedicated to network traffic flow, 
including some file or block storage traffic. certainly, with the 

                   10 Gbps ethernet is here, 
  with plenty of products available,  
       so it’s only a matter of time before 
most storage shops step up from 1 Gige. 

BY DeNNIS mARTINstorage 
network  
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increasing adoption of virtualization, we find that more network 
bandwidth is needed.

the solution has actually been lurking deep inside the data cen-
ter for a few years: 10 gigabit ethernet (10 gige). this technology, 
as its name implies, is 10 times faster than gigabit ethernet, and 
was actually ratified as a standard back in 2002. however, its price 
point has been too high for a very long time, so adoption during its 
first few years was limited to data center core networking, where 
the higher bandwidth and price could be justified. initially, it was 
used primarily for switch-to-switch connections for trunking of 
network connections. earlier implementations of 10 gige also used 
different cabling and connector technologies requiring fiber-optic 
or specialized copper cabling. For several years, 10 gige couldn’t 
use the same type of familiar cabling we use for gigabit ethernet 
and the slower speeds of ethernet.

gRoWIng use of 10 gige
in the last few years, however, 10 gige has been increasingly de-
ployed not only at the network switch but within application serv-
ers. although it’s still somewhat expensive, the price per port for 
10 gige technology has dropped enough to make it viable for more 
organizations. Many of the blade servers introduced in the last two 
or three years have two or more 10 gige ports on the blade chassis 
that allow for increased total bandwidth into and out of the blade 
chassis. More recently, 10gBase-t was introduced, which makes 
10 gige technology available with cabling and connectors that are 
very similar to the familiar cat 5e and cat 6 cables we use today 
for gigabit ethernet.

seRVeRs, solID-stAte spuR ADoptIon
in early 2012, another event occurred that’s expected to stimulate 

http://searchstorage.techtarget.com/feature/10-Gigabit-Ethernet-for-iSCSI-storage-NAS-storage-still-hinges-on-cost
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the adoption of 10 gige. the major server vendors introduced new 
servers built around intel’s newest server processors (intel Xeon 
e5 series, formerly known as “romley”) that have options for 10 
gige connections directly on the motherboard or a nearby daugh-
terboard. By having 10 gige as a factory option on individual serv-
ers, the transition to 10 gige is expected to be easier and more  
appealing to a larger number of organizations.

today, 10 GiGabit ethernet (10 gige) connections are provided 
by running a single channel or lane at 10 gbps. higher speeds 
are currently achieved by bundling multiple lanes in parallel, 
such as 4x10 (40 gbps), 10x10 (100 gbps), 12x10 (120 gbps) and 
so on. Most of the current implementations of 40 gige and 100 
gige use multiple lanes of 10 gige and are considered “channel 
bonded” solutions.

twenty-five gbps-per-lane connectors (that support speeds 
up to 28 gbps) are expected to become available in 2012 or 
2013. when 25 gbps-per-lane connectors are available, higher 
speeds (such as 100 gbps) can be achieved by bundling four 
of these lanes together. other variations of bundling multiple 
lanes of 25 gbps may be possible, such as 10x25 (250 gbps), 
12x25 (300 gbps) or 16x25 (400 gbps).

in early 2012, several fiber-optic connector manufacturers 
demonstrated working prototypes of the “25/28g” connectors. 
these connectors support speeds up to 28 gbps per lane and 
will be used for 100 gbps ethernet (100 gige) in a 4x25 con-
figuration. these connector technologies may also be used for 
other high-speed applications such as the next higher speeds 
of Fibre channel and infiniBand. end-user products with these 
higher speed technologies are expected to appear in 2013 or 
2014.

on the horizon: 40 gige and 100 gige
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in addition to server virtualization driving the need for more 
network bandwidth, solid-state storage or solid-state drive (ssD) 
technology is also driving up cpu and network utilization. as ssDs 
in various form factors are deployed more widely, storage per-
formance (typically among the slowest performing parts of an it 
infrastructure) is increasing, 
which has a ripple effect on 
other technologies. we’ve ob-
served in our Demartek labs 
testing that ssDs and 10 gige 
go well together.

Due to all these factors, 
some industry analysts who 
observe the networking mar-
ket are making some pretty 
strong predictions about the 
growth of the 10 gige market over the next three or four years. at 
Demartek labs, we’re conducting an increasing number of server 
and storage hardware and software tests that require or prefer 10 
gige.

10 gige poRts
one of the advantages 10 gige has over 1 gige is that 10x more 
bandwidth can be achieved in the same form factor. this applies to 
switch ports and host adapter ports. in a host server, for example, 
if eight 1 gige nic ports are required, this can be achieved by using 
two quad-port, four dual-port or eight single-port nics. this con-
sumes either two, four or eight i/o slots in the server and results 
in eight cables running from the server. this may work for some 
environments, but not all servers have that many slots or you may 
want to use some of the server i/o slots for other purposes, such 
as raiD controllers, Fibre channel host bus adapters (hBas), pci 

Industry analysts 
... are making some 
pretty strong predic-
tions about the growth 
of the 10 Gige market 
over the next three or 
four years.

http://searchsolidstatestorage.techtarget.com/feature/Solid-state-storage-technology-App-needs-dictate-choice-of-arrays-cache-appliances-or-servers
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express (pcie) ssDs and so on. using 10 gige, one dual-port 10 gige 
nic could be used and it would provide more than the bandwidth 
of eight 1 gige nic ports on a single port with still another port for 
failover or other management purposes. this would consume only 
one i/o slot, freeing up i/o slots and potentially consuming less 
electrical power. it would also require no more than two cables. al-
ternatively, the same dual-port 10 gige nic could be placed into a 
smaller form factor server, such as a 1u server with only a couple 
of slots, while still providing plenty of network bandwidth.

a dual-port 10 gige nic requires a pcie 2.0 x8 slot to ensure 
maximum bandwidth at full duplex operation. some dual-port 10 
gige nics support pcie 1.0 x16 slots. a single-port 10 gige nic can 
work in a pcie 1.0 x8 slot or a pcie 2.0 x4 slot. pcie 3.0 slots aren’t 
required for a dual-port 10 gige nic, and true pcie 3.0 ethernet 
adapters won’t be available until probably late 2012 or 2013.

10 gige ADApteRs
additional features are available with 10 gige adapters. there are 
versions of these adapters from several adapter vendors that have 
tcp/ip offload engines (toe), iscsi offload, Fibre channel over eth-
ernet (Fcoe) or all three. these can improve performance in some 
instances, and in most cases reduce the host cpu utilization by 
offloading these functions onto the adapter. the adapters that 
support tcp/ip, iscsi offload and Fcoe together are known as con-
verged network adapters (cnas) and provide an interesting blend 
of traffic on the same wire at the same time. this function requires 
Data center Bridging (DcB) in the switch to operate. Demartek labs 
has published plenty about how this works, as well as the results 
of some of our lab results. some performance reports are available 
on Demartek’s Fcoe Zone website.

Most of the ethernet switch vendors provide 10 gige switches 
with a variety of port counts and some with support for DcB. some 

http://searchstorage.techtarget.com/tip/I-O-performance-in-need-of-a-fix
http://searchstorage.techtarget.com/definition/converged-network-adapter-CNA
http://searchstorage.techtarget.com/definition/converged-network-adapter-CNA
http://searchstorage.techtarget.com/definition/data-center-bridging-DCB
http://www.demartek.com/FCoE
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of these switches have ports than can support both 1 gige and 10 
gige, provided the same form factor of connector is used for both. 
if your switches have ports that support both speeds with the ap-
propriate transceivers or connectors, this can help smooth the 
transition to 10 gige.

ConneCtoRs AnD CABles
there are basically two common styles of connectors and cables 
used for 10 gige. the most common today is the sFp+ connector, 
which can be used with fiber-optic cables or copper cables. For 
fiber-optic cables, these are known as oM3, oM4 or os1. these 
days, oM4 is the recommended multi-mode fiber-optic cable for 

transfer rates for networks are generally listed as megabits 
per second (Mbps) or gigabits per second (gbps). the older 
speeds use “8b/10b” encoding that maps 8 bit bytes into 10 bit 
symbols for transmission on the wire, with the extra bits used 
for command and control purposes. when converting from 
bits to bytes on the interface, dividing by 10 is exactly correct; 
8b/10b encoding results in a 20% overhead (10-8)/10 on the raw 
bit rate.

Beginning with 10 gigabit ethernet (10gige), a newer “64b/66b” 
encoding scheme is used to improve data transfer efficiency. 
64b/66b is also the encoding scheme for 16 gbps Fibre chan-
nel and is planned for higher data rates for infiniBand. 64b/66b 
encoding isn’t directly compatible with 8b/10b, but the tech-
nologies that implement it are built so they can work with 
the older encoding scheme. 64b/66b encoding results in a 3% 
overhead (66-64)/66 on the raw bit rate.

about encoding schemes
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10 gige, but oM3 is generally considered to be a minimum require-
ment. os1 is used for very long distances, up to 10 km or 6.2 miles. 
sFp+ connectors are also available on copper cables with the dis-
tance limited to within a rack or a nearby rack.

the other 10 gige form fac-
tor that’s beginning to gain 
a great deal of attention is 
10gBase-t. this style of cable 
isn’t directly compatible with 
sFp+ but uses the familiar 
rJ45 plug on the cable. the 
recommendation for 10gBase-t is to use cat 6a or cat 7 cable, but 
cat 6 can work for distances up to 55 meters. cat 5e cable isn’t 
recommended for 10 gige. adapter vendors are making models of 
their 10 gige adapters with either sFp+ or 10gBase-t ports.

the majority of 10 gige switches support sFp+ connectors and 
transceivers, but we’re seeing a number of 10 gige switches that 
support 10gBase-t. the 10gBase-t products have been a few years 
behind the sFp+ products, but the 10gBase-t form factor is expect-
ed to gain acceptance more quickly. some switches are becoming 
available that have sFp+ ports and 10gBase-t ports.

A WIDeR WIRe
10 gige promises to deliver a lot more networking “punch” while 
consuming fewer server i/o slots and less cabling. 10 gige switch-
es provide the opportunity to consolidate networks into simpler 
infrastructures and network topologies because a large number 
of 1 gige ports can be combined into 10 gige ports while providing 
more total bandwidth. n

Dennis	Martin	has	been	working	in	the	IT	industry	since	1980,	and	is	the	 
founder	and	president	of	Demartek,	a	computer	industry	analyst	organization	 
and	testing	lab.

The other 10 Gige form 
factor that’s beginning 
to gain a great deal of 
attention is 10GBASe-T.
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hot spots  |  terri mcclure

Big data by  
the numbers

A recent ESG survey highlights the growing 
 importance of big data analytics and its 

 increasing relevance to the storage market.

While The Term “big data” has been expanded to mean many things 
to many people, enterprise strategy group (esg) defines it as 
“data sets that exceed the boundaries and sizes of normal pro-
cessing capabilities, forcing you to take a non-traditional  
approach.”

it’s clear that application and processor advancements are 
creating demands on data storage infrastructures that exceed 
normal processing capabilities. esg recently conducted some re-
search into big data processing trends to see just how far storage 
boundaries are being pushed and we came back with some pretty 
interesting findings.

DAtA AnAlytICs tAkes on neW ImpoRtAnCe
First off, big data analytics is becoming increasingly important 
for both it and the business side. in a 2011 survey, we asked large 
midmarket (500 to 999 employees) and enterprise (1,000 employ-
ees and up) it decision makers familiar with their organization’s 
current database environment about the importance of big data 
analytics—6% said it was their most important it priority and 45% 
said it was among their top five. in 2012, when we asked the same 
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question (albeit a slightly different demographic that covered more 
of the midmarket and went to firms with as few as 100 employ-
ees), we saw the number of firms that will consider enhancing 
data analytics to be their top it priority triple to 18% while 45% 
had it in their top five.

we added a spin to our survey in 2012 by asking about the im-
portance of enhancing big data processing and analytics exercis-
es relative to all business priorities. that moved the needle quite 
a bit, with 28% rating it a top 
business priority relative to all 
business priorities and 38% 
putting it in their top five.

next, the data is big. our 
2011 research found more 
than 50% of respondents 
processed at least 500 gB of 
data, on average, as part of 
a typical data analytics exer-
cise. in 2012, the largest data 
set on which firms conduct data analytics is, on average, 10 tB.

processing and analytics is also becoming a more real-time ex-
ercise. in 2011, we asked about the frequency of updates in gener-
al and discovered that 15% of those surveyed update in real-time 
and 38% within a day. we wanted to see the biggest of big data 
challenges in 2012, so we asked users how often they updated 
their largest data set—22% said they update in real-time while 
45% update in near real-time (within a day).

Finally, there’s very little tolerance for downtime. in our 2012 
research, 53% could only tolerate fewer than three hours of down-
time before their organization would experience significant rev-
enue loss or another adverse business impact. of that group, 6% 
can’t tolerate any downtime. only 14% of respondents indicated 
they could withstand downtime exceeding 24 hours.

We asked users how 
often they updated 
their largest data set—

22% said they update 
in real-time while 45% 
update in near real-
time (within a day).
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stoRAge ImplICAtIons
while this is just a sampling of the data esg has gathered on pro-
cessing and analytics big data trends, i called out these points 
specifically because they have a ripple effect when it comes to 
data storage infrastructures. the size of the data sets is big and 
growing, especially when you start counting the copies of data 
sets required for additional analysis and data protection. so, it will 
be looking for scalable storage systems that can efficiently meet 
demands without requiring an army to manage them. at the same 
time, big data analytics—and 
information delivered in near 
real-time—is becoming a  
bigger priority for business 
sponsors, and it is paying  
attention to the underlying  
infrastructures.

indeed, esg research in-
dicates that a large number 
of it infrastructure decision 
makers with knowledge of their data processing and analytics 
requirements will pay a premium for a storage system with high 
availability. even though research indicates there’s price sensitiv-
ity for these environments, more users are willing to pay a pre-
mium for high availability than for tiered storage, solid-state, or 
efficiency technologies like data reduction and thin provisioning.

looking at storage in a vacuum is never a good idea. in today’s 
new world of big data, it’s important to understand the forward-
looking trends that shape tomorrow’s infrastructure requirements, 
lest the infrastructure become obsolete before its time. n

terri McClure is a senior storage analyst at enterprise strategy group,  
Milford, Mass

IT will be looking for 
scalable storage  
systems that can effi-
ciently meet demands 
without requiring an 
army to manage them.
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In 2006, The Taneja group published a technology brief titled “con-
tinuous Data technologies: a paradigm shift.” Back then, we main-
tained that the traditional method of data protection was serious-
ly flawed and needed a fundamental overhaul.

For decades, the basic method of data protection was based 
on copy making. to protect a file we made a copy of it and stored 
it elsewhere—but we did it as inefficiently as possible. For back-
ups, we would start with a full backup to tape. that meant every 
bit of data in that volume was transferred from primary storage 
where it resided, through the application server, over the local-
area network (lan), into the media server and then onto tape. 
nightly incrementals came next and any file that had even a slight 
change was dragged through the backup process again. a bunch 
of snapshots were taken and these stayed on the primary storage 
and hogged space. some snapshots were backed up and occupied 
space on tape. in a typical it environment, it wasn’t unusual to 
find anywhere from 10 to 100 copies of the data on primary stor-
age and tape combined. often, the cost of protecting data out-
weighed the cost of primary storage by a factor as high as 5-to-1.

we argued in 2006 that after a volume’s base image was copied 
changes to data should be captured only once at the time of cre-

read/write  |  arun taneja

Finally time to declare  
full backups dead

Continuous data protection was bleeding-edge 
 a few years ago, but it’s re-emerging as the 

 best tech for protecting virtual environments.
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ation. Because each change was time-stamped, the recovery sys-
tem should be able to build the contents of the volume from any 
point in time (apit). using this methodology, we would never need 
a backup window. no fulls and incrementals, and the recovery 
point objective (rpo) would be whatever we wanted it to be, even 
zero. the recovery time objective (rto) would be very fast, too, 
since the volume image could be grabbed from any point in time. 
companies like Mendocino and revivio promoted this method, but 
failed. still, we felt the fundamentals were right and perhaps the 
concept was ahead of the available technology.

in parallel, other developments were poised to impact data  
protection in a big way. vendors like Data Domain (now eMc),  
exagrid, Falconstor, Quantum and sepaton said that rather than 
storing multiple copies of data on slow, unreliable tape, we should 
toss out all that duplicate data and store it only once on inexpen-
sive sata disks. Files were split into chunks and only one copy of 
each chunk was kept on disk. when data was replicated, these 
new systems only sent unique chunks across the wide-area net-
work (wan) and thereby maintained a capacity-efficient environ-
ment on the remote site as well. good sound thinking, we said. 
and surely it responded well, as demonstrated by the success of 
many of these companies and a drastic drop in tape sales over 
the past four years.

But the fundamental process of data protection still hadn’t 
changed. we still ran fulls and incrementals, and we maintained a 
remote location. and, typical of conservative storage profession-
als, we often still maintained tape behind disk. so our iron Moun-
tain expenses stayed with us. But we felt better because backups 
were faster and more reliable, as were recoveries.

in the past few years, we’ve seen a resurgence of the continu-
ous data technologies (cDt) idea. and this time, vendors have 
developed products that work. Finally, we think the idea of cDt 
will get a fair shake and a shot at commercial success. so why 

38
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would these new products be successful now when they weren’t 
in 2006? two things are different today. on the conceptual front, 
we all recognized that just because we could create the image of 
a volume as of any point in time, it didn’t mean we should. apit 
images may take you to an rpo of zero, but an image that’s in-
consistent with the state of the application isn’t very useful. your 
rpo for data may be zero, 
but your rpo of the applica-
tion could be hours or days. 
instead, the more meaningful 
point in time for recovery is 
the last consistent state. to 
make this concept work one 
needed the ability to gener-
ate very rapid snapshots. and 
for mission-critical applications that often ran on multiple sys-
tems and had multiple databases, the system needed to be qui-
esced across the board for a consistent snapshot to be taken.  
this level of sophistication wasn’t available in 2006, but it’s now 
commonplace.

on the technology front, a fundamental piece that hadn’t yet 
matured in 2006 was virtualization. and virtualization makes the 
cDt concept come to life, along with the availability of multicore 
processors. But first things first. Because our focus has now shift-
ed away from “true continuous” to “very rapid but consistent,” 
we need to rename the technical approach. we now define this 
new category of storage as vDpas, for virtual Data protection and 
availability storage. the benefits of this type of storage are nu-
merous, including:

•  no backups ever

•  excellent capacity optimization

•  near instantaneous recovery of applications, not just data

39

Virtualization makes 
the CDT concept  
come to life, along with 
the availability of  
multicore processors.
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•   easy to assign different service-level agreements (slas) to  
different applications

•   images can be mounted instantly, requiring no full image  
to be created before a volume can be mounted

•  works the same way across physical and virtual servers

•  Minimal it involvement

•   ability to make current images available to test and  
development groups at the press of a button

•  one main source for all data protection tasks

•  applicability to cloud 

several companies, in our view, have made the vDpas concept a 
reality in the last few years. probably the best example is actifio’s 
implementation. But many oth-
ers have been striving toward 
this concept, such as Dell app-
assure and inMage. almost cer-
tainly, legacy vendors are fever-
ishly working toward this new 
functionality, but they have to 
juggle sales of current products 
with introducing a product that 
could have a negative impact on their current revenue. still, in the 
next three years we expect the entire market to offer products in 
the vDpas category. it behooves you to take a closer look at these 
products and to start planning for a major overhaul of your data 
protection environment. once you see the magic of this idea you’ll 
say goodbye to full backups forever. good riddance! n

arun taneja is founder and president at taneja group, an analyst and consulting 
group focused on storage and storage-centric server technologies.

In the next three 
years we expect 
the entire market to 
offer products in the 
vDPAS category.

mailto:arunt@tanejagroup.com
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Companies tap archivers for compliance  
and storage management
there are two good reasons to archive aging data: to toe the line when it comes to 
regulations and rules regarding data retention, and to make it easier to manage storage 
systems. eighty percent of our respondents are doing some kind of archiving now, and 
they’re split fairly equally, with half archiving to meet regulatory requirements and half 
focused on managing capacity and performance. email is the most popular app to ar-
chive (46%), followed by file systems (39%) and databases (32%). a mixture of archiving 
tools is being used, with 38% opting for third-party archivers, 29% relying on their apps’ 
built-in archiving capabilities and 24% using a combination of both. (“we have a team of 
agents with photographic memories,” said one respondent.) seventy-seven percent ar-
chive to disk and then to tape; only 23% go straight to tape. and companies that archive 
tend to keep their data handy for a long time: 78% retain their archive on “active” disk 
for more than a year and 26% say they’ll keep it there forever.                 —Rich Castagna

snapshot

41

Where does your company store  
archived data? 

How long does your company’s archived data stay 
stored on “active” disk? 

What’s the main reason that you archive data? 

29%  to comply with government  
regulations

26% to manage disk capacity
13% to make backups easier
12%  to improve application performance
11%  to comply with company rules
4%  to be prepared for potential  

litigation
5% other
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39%

Say archiving has made 
it easier to manage 
their storage
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“ management here is afraid to lose anything, so they 
save all of the old obsolete data. we just keep adding 
disk storage.”                                   —Survey respondent
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